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Building Blocks

RAINBOW WOODEN  
JUMBO BLOCK SET
A large selection of smooth solid wooden 
blocks in traditional construction shapes and 
a mixture of natural and rainbow colours, 
packed in a sturdy wooden tray for convenient 
storage. The tray base has guide 
lines which allow easy repacking.
CM-73450
Tray size 45�5 x 38�5 x 7�2cm
54 pieces $199.90

1+
AGES

RAINBOW WOODEN BLOCKS
These blocks provide endless possibilities for 
creativity, construction and imaginative play, 
engaging children in learning across several 
areas of the curriculum: using innovation 
and creativity to build towers, houses or 
freeform sculptures; using the imagination to 
design rooms for filling with small world play 
people or animals; applying mathematical 
logic to sort counters into the shapes which 
match by colour, shape or size. 
Height of rectangle, triangle & 
square 14.8cm
CM-73420 28 pieces $214.90

1+
AGES

HOUSES OF COLOUR WOODEN BLOCKS
Simplistic in its minimalist design yet engaging in its variety of colours 
and shapes, these blocks are the perfect tool to foster open-ended 
imaginative play and role-playing. These houses can be 
placed side by side, to create rooms or stacked on top of 
each other.
FF-555 Size 14 x 12cm 16 pieces $99.90

1+
AGES
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WOODEN TABLETOP BLOCKS
Have a block party with these 100-piece set of colourful wooden blocks! 
These beautiful, solid wood, high quality blocks come in a 
variety of shapes including triangles, rectangles, pillars and 
ramps.
CL-BLOCK100
Size from 5�7cm to 12cm 100 pieces $139.90

3+
AGES

RAINBOW BRICKS
Giant visually stunning building bricks made from beautiful rubberwood 
with colourful transparent acrylic inserts. Can be used for building and 
stacking with double and half sized bricks. Children will hold them up 
to their eyes to see the world in different colours. Can also be used for 
colour mixing and on a light box. The set includes 36 pieces 
(24 large, 12 small) with rounded corners and colourful 
inserts (red, green, blue, yellow, clear and mirror). 
CM-73380 Size 20 x 7�5 x 7�5cm 36 pieces $329.90

1+
AGES

New!

SENSORY BLOCK SET
16 large rubberwood blocks containing beads, 
transparent acrylic, coloured sand and water/
glitter filled pockets in 4 different shapes 
(square, rectangle, triangle and semicircle). 
The Sensory Blocks will promote observation 
in the wider sense, as all the shapes follow the 
same convention of colour and shape.
CM-73281 
Rectangle size 14 x 7 x 3cm
16 pieces $119.90

1+
AGES

HAPPY ARCHITECT WOODEN CONSTRUCTION SET
Happy Architect Natural wooden construction set is brilliant for 
imaginative pretend play and for children to practice their fine motor 
skills slotting the pieces together. Children can build 
a castle, dollhouse or even a zoo, only limited by their 
imagination! Made with FSC certified birch plywood.
Largest piece 15cm (w) x 24.5cm (h)
FF-410 28 pieces $114.90

2+
AGES
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TABLETOP UNIT BLOCK SET
Solid rubberwood unit building blocks encourage problem solving, 
enhance social and perception skills, promote shape and size 
recognition and teach basic maths and science skills. Smooth, sanded 
finish. All blocks are based on a unit measurement of 3.1cm. This base 
unit measurement gives each set complete uniformity for successful 
‘architecture.’ This set is a wonderful combination of 
tabletop size blocks and blocks that are a little larger in size. 
Smallest block measures 3.1cm.
CL-110B Largest size 13�9cm 110 pieces $189.90

2+
AGES

GIANT FLOOR UNIT BLOCKS VALUE SET
Solid rubberwood unit building blocks encourage problem solving, 
enhance social and perception skills, promote shape and 
size recognition, and teach basic maths and science skills. 
The blocks have a smooth sanded finish and are based on a 
unit measurement of 3.1cm.
CL-162B 162 pieces $599.90

3+
AGES

HEURISTIC PLAY STARTER PACK
Heuristic play is a wonderful opportunity 

to capitalise on toddlers’ curiosity about the 
objects that make up the world around them. 

The resources which make up this wooden set 
are not the kinds of objects traditionally thought of 

as toys for young children but they provide equally valuable 
opportunities for extending children’s learning. There is no right 
and wrong way to play with Heuristic resources so everyone’s 
ideas are equally valid and worthwhile. Set includes: 10 x 7cm 
rings, 10 x 4.8cm rings, 6 x 4cm cubes, 10 x 6.3cm egg cups, 
10 x 3.5cm spools, 10 x 5cm balls, 3 x 7cm bowls, 3 
x 9.2cm bowls, 1 x 32cm ring holder, in a drawstring 
bag for storage.
CM-73935 63 pieces $214.90

2+
AGES
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BAMBOO BUILDING BLOCKS
Environmentally friendly building blocks, crafted from real bamboo! 
The pieces are precisely related in size and come in a variety of 
imagination-inspiring shapes, including columns, roof pieces, 
bridges and more.Designed to help preserve the Earth’s resources, 
each block is made from rapidly renewable bamboo that’s 
both durable and lightweight, making them perfect for 
block play.
TT-EY03864 42 pieces $229.90

3+
AGES
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ENGINEERED TO BUILD BLOCKS
Identify, compare and contrast objects by attributes 
(shape, size, colour) to develop vocabulary, mathematical 
reasoning and logical thinking skills. The pattern cards 
come in 3 skill levels providing opportunities for children 
to construct 3-D structures from 2-D photographs. 
Includes 18 colourful wooden blocks in 7 shapes, 25 
pattern cards and cloth storage bag.
CL-NERDBLK
Sizes from 5�7cm to 12cm
44 pieces $79.90

3+
AGES

WOODEN MINIBEAST BLOCKS
Perfect for children to investigate bug behaviour, how and 
what they eat, what eats them, if they undergo metamorphosis 
and the habitats they live in. The blocks are smooth to touch 
and easy for young children to handle. They are free-standing 
and can be used in imaginative play, to develop 
descriptive language skills or for learning about the 
characteristics of a wide range of different creatures.
CM-73410 Largest size 10�8 x 8�5 x 2cm
33 pack $109.90

2+
AGES

Marble Runs and Ramps

MARBLE RUNNERS
Send your marbles on a tumbling 
STEMventure!! Using the set’s cling-back 
pieces, build tracks on walls and windows 
to solve STEM challenges! No 
permanent adhesive required! 
Includes 13 track pieces, 2 balls, 
and double-sided challenge cards.
LER-9307 $34.90

5+
AGES
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CREATE-A-MAZE
Put your best-laid plans into motion with this brain-boosting, make-
you-think game! Build a maze with curvy, colourful pieces by following 
the designs pictured on the Activity Cards. Then, push hand-eye 
coordination to the limit as you map a path through the maze, tilting the 
board and guiding the ball around the obstacles and into the goal. Give 
it a try by creating your own design! It’s a one-of-a-kind challenge that 
revs up engineering and critical thinking skills. Endless combinations 
of designs provide multiple levels of play. 1-4 players. 
Includes Maze board and base, 17 Maze pieces, 4 balls & 10 
Activity Cards.
LER-2823 10 activity cards $59.90

5+
AGES

MARBLE XCELLERATOR
Combine speed and spin. A spiralling funnel, a mix of 
straight and curved rails, and 10 accelerators challenge 
Quadrilla builders in new directions and dimensions.
HA-E6007 Size 54cm (h) 136 pieces $219.90

4+
AGES

TUMBLE TRAX MAGNETIC MARBLE RUN
Get critical thinking skills rolling! Create your own unique marble run 
with long, short and curved magnetic pieces - then drop the marble 
from the highest point to see your design come to life! Take the 
challenge to the next level, by building the designs pictured 
on the activity cards. Longest pieces 25cm (l) x 5cm (w) 14 
magnetic foam pieces, 4 marbles and 10 activity cards.
LER-2821 10 activity cards $51.90

5+
AGES

CLIFFHANGER
Get closer to the action with three gutters that make your 
marbles race around the outside of the coloured blocks on 
their way to the bottom. Looks cool and extends run-time.  
50 marbles included.
HA-E6020 Size 45 (h) x 36(w)cm 44 pieces $114.90

4+
AGES
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MAGFORMERS
Use the power of magnets and imagination to create unique structures with the Magformers cool magnetic building panels. 
Magformers have intelligent magnet technology that allows tiles to lock and unlock at your command. Bright and vibrant panels 
allow children to discover action and reaction as well as teaching early geometry skills. Use the power of magnets and take 
building to a whole new level!

3+
AGES

62
PIECES

30
PIECES62 PIECE SET

JZ-701007 $189.50
30 PIECE SET
JZ-701005 $94.50

Connectors

PIPETUBES
Mix and match these building tubes to create pipelines, telescopes and 
simple chains. Addresses multiple STEM objectives including asking, 
observing, gathering data, defining problems, developing and improving 
objects or tools to solve problems, and creating models.  
Set includes 80 pieces: 32 straight pipes, 32 elbow pipes, 8 
criss-cross pipes, 8 T-shaped pipes.
CL-PIPETUBES Largest piece 6�7cm 80 pieces $74.90

3+
AGES

ALL ABOUT ME BUDDY BUILDERS
Stretch imaginations to new heights! Little ones will enjoy stacking and 
building fun with this set of 32 figures. Connectors in the 
hands match the connectors in the feet for easy stacking 
and multiple poses allow for building vertically. Perfect for 
learning colours, sorting and developing fine motor skills.
LER-1081 Size 7�6cm (h) 32 pieces $32.90

3+
AGES

POLYDRON TRANSLUCENT KINDERMAG
Explore the magic of magnetics and light play with Translucent 
KinderMag! Simply snap together to make a range of 2D and 3D 
designs! The chunky and lightweight pieces are perfect 
for little and developing hands and come in 6 stunning 
translucent colours to create contrasting models.
PD-575010T Square 7 x 7cm 96 pieces $319.90

1+
AGES
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FLEXISTIX MULTI-TOWER KIT
Experiment with different geometric shapes, angles and 
structures - see how they are supported by  ingenious 
engineering. Made from bamboo.
HA-E5566 132 pieces $46.90

4+
AGES

FLEXISTIX CREATIVITY KIT
Learn about a variety of shapes and structures with a 
product that is easily manipulated by younger learners. 
Made from bamboo.
HA-E5565 133 pieces $42.90

4+
AGES

GREEN!
GO

GEOMAKERS
With the help of the included activity guide, kids learn about 
2-D and 3-D shapes during play sessions that boost early 
geometry, critical thinking and fine motor skills.
LER-9293 58 pieces $31.90

5+
AGES

GEOMETRIC SHAPES BUILDING SET
Create endless opportunities for students to build and 
explore shapes! Combine sticks in 3 sizes, along with curves 
for making circles and cylinders, with 2 different types of 
connectors to build 2-D shapes! Child-friendly set features 
durable sticks, curves and connectors. Includes 
90 sticks in 3 sizes, 32 curves, 48 connectors and 
activity guide.
LER-1776 170 pieces $76.90

5+
AGES
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SmartMax

Colourful and safe magnetic construction toys for young children. SmartMax magnets have the correct 
strength for their purpose and are made out of the the highest quality material that can be found. These 
magnets can carry up to 60 times their own weight. The bars have different colours as a code. Larger bars 
have stronger magnets than smaller ones.

SMARTMAX STARTER SET
Contains 12 long bars, 18 small bars and 12 balls.
LT-245018 42 pieces $149.90

1+
AGES

SMARTMAX SCHOOL SET
Contains 18 long bars, 48 small bars, 8 curved bars and 26 
balls.
LT-249825 100 pieces $329.90

1+
AGES

100
PIECES

42
PIECES

HAMMER IT 
Create mosaic designs with geometric shapes in various colours. 
Model one of the assignment cards or make your own unique creations.
Improve fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Contains one 
corkboard 24 x 18cm, 6 wooden cards with 12 activities, a 
wooden hammer, 108 brass nails, 108 wooden pieces in 4 
colours and 9 shapes, instruction manual in a magnetic 
storage box.
ED-832367 224 pieces $45.90

3+
AGES

Hammer-It Sets
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HAMMER-IT  
WOODEN GEOMETRIC SHAPES
Coloured geometric pieces.
EC-HTS300G Size 3�5cm to 5cm $29.90

HAMMER-IT FARM SHAPES
Hammer these wooden farm animal shapes 
onto the reusable Hammer-It Corkboards.
EC-HTSZ300G Size 3�5cm to 5cm $27.90

GOLD HAMMER-IT TACKS
Use tacks to hammer different wooden 
shapes onto the Hammer-It Corkboard.
EC-HT60 $3.20

HAMMER-IT 
CORKBOARD
Ideal to use when creating 
geometric masterpieces!
EC-CORKB8
Size 30 x 22�5 x 1cm $15.90

150
PIECES

150
PIECES 60

PACK

HAMMER-IT SCHOOL PACK
Young children can create colourful pictures by hammering these 
vibrantly coloured wooden pieces onto the soft reusable corkboards. 
This fun activity is ideal for developing their fine motor skills. 
The economical bulk pack for classroom use contains 8 
corkboards, 8 hammers, 150 shapes and 240 tacks.
EC-HTSCH1 406 pieces $139.90

4+
AGES

8+
BUY

$12.90
EACH
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HAMMER-IT SET
Young children can create colourful pictures by hammering these 
vibrantly coloured wooden pieces onto the soft reusable corkboards. 
This fun activity is ideal for developing their fine motor skills. 
Contains corkboard (30 x 22.5cm), hammer, 37 shapes and 
36 tacks.
EC-HITSET1 74 pieces $21.90

4+
AGES

MINI WOODEN HAMMER
Wooden hammer for hammering tacks into 
corkboards.
AE-HAMMER Size 14cm (l) $3.40
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Mobilo

The construction toy offering countless possibilities! The basic geometric elements 
can be easily combined using various connectors. In no time a windmill becomes 
a helicopter with a movable propeller. Once children have familiarised themselves 
with the versatility of Mobilo, they can create an infinite number of models without 
any limits to imagination!

MOBILO SETS
The strong plastic pieces 
easily clip together securely. 
All pieces are non-toxic and 
washable and come in a 
sturdy storage bucket.

STARTER SET MOB-LB
156 Connector Pieces
and 78 Geometric Pieces $199.90

GIANT SET MOB-GB
312 Connector Pieces
and 104 Geometric Pieces $299.90

MOBILO LARGE WHEELS
MOB-LW 12 wheels with adapters $48.90

MOBILO GEOMETRIC PACK
MOB-100 26 pieces $42.90

MOBILO CONNECTOR PACK
MOB-101 78 pieces $34.90

3+
AGES

LIGHT FAMILY MOB-127 BROWN FAMILY MOB-128

MOBILO FIGURES
These figures encourage social play with Mobilo construction.
Large 5cm (h) Small 4cm (h) $34.90 EACH

6
PACK

M
O

B
ILO
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MOBILO SOLAR ENERGY KIT
Build a plane, helicopter or windmill and use solar energy from the sun 
to start the propeller! When sunlight hits the solar propeller 
surface it will rotate without a power source or battery. A fun 
way to introduce children to the renewable energies.
MOB-SE 14 pieces $74.90

4+
AGES

MOBILO FLOW KIT
This 48-piece set includes a funnel with adjustable flow and two paddle 
wheels so children can build a mobilo-mill! Full instructions are 
included which show a further 12 construction possiblities. 
Can be used with water or fine sand. Stored in a durable 
plastic bucket.
MOB-260 48 pieces $104.90

3+
AGES

MOBILO WORK CARDS
These double-sided durable work cards inspire 
construction by displaying Mobilo models 
that can be built. The cards offer three 
levels from beginners to advanced 
builders.
MOB-113L $29.90

16
PACK

MOBILO ECO CONSTRUCTION BUILDER
The 92 components transform themselves as if 
by magic into colourful worlds full of vehicles, 
aeroplanes, buildings, figurines and much much 
more. The bio-components can be combined perfectly 
with the traditional plasticant mobilo 
pieces. Comes with 12 construction 
worksheets.
MOB-50201 92 pieces $109.90

1+
AGES
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Polydron

Polydron is renowned worldwide for its quality and versatility. It is specifically designed and developed to 
meet the demanding requirements of the modern classroom.

GIANT POLYDRON SET
Children will decide what and how to build with this Giant Polydron Set! 
An imaginary pet home, a castle, dolls house, a seat, a chair, a rocket, 
star or boat? Perfect for imaginative play and teaching cooperative 
skills in early childhood environments. Specially designed for little 
hands to manipulate and marked with Braille for inclusive 
learning. Set contains 20 Squares, 20 Equilateral Triangles 
and a Poster.
PD-707000 40 pieces $199.90

2+
AGES

GIANT POLYDRON CLASS SET
This product encourages children to 
make and recognise dimensional shapes 
such as a rocket, star or boat. The shapes 
are designed so they are easy for little 
hands to manipulate. This product is 
heavily textured on one side to help users 
recognise different shapes and forms 
and also marked with Braille to help 
children be aware of alternative forms 
of communication. A must for all early 
years and special needs environments. 
Set contains 40 Squares, 40 
Equilateral Triangles and a 
Poster.
PD-707010 80 pieces $339.90

2+
AGES

GIANT POLYDRON COGS
Children can create a structure by assembling the easy to use squares 
and triangles. Virtually any shape can be made and this variety of 
possible constructions encourages children to explore their creative 
thinking. Cogs are added by simply pushing them into place. They 
ingeniously mesh together either on a flat surface or at an angle of 90 
degrees. Once connected, just turn one cog and see the rest of them 
rotate! Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use, the pieces in this set 
are made from super tough plastic and are safe, durable and 
lightweight. Set contains 24 Squares, 4 Equilateral Triangles, 
10 Gear Squares, 20 Gears and a Poster.
PD-707070 58 pieces $299.90

2+
AGES
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CRYSTAL POLYDRON 
CLASSROOM SET
This bumper 184 piece set 
contains 4 shapes (squares, 
equilateral triangles, pentagons 
and hexagons) which allow 
students to make all types of 2D 
and 3D shapes such as cubes, 
tetrahedrons and dodecahedrons. 
Set contains 20 hexagons, 40 
squares, 100 equilateral triangles, 
24 pentagons and an 
exploration booklet.
PD-103031CRYSTAL
184 pieces $419.90

4+
AGES

POLYDRON SCHOOL GEOMETRY SET
Use this set to cover all the activities in 
the ‘Mathematics with Polydron’ resource 
book. Packed in a sturdy case for easy 
transportation. Set contains 223 piece set 
contains 3 swivel joints, 24 right angle 
frameworks triangles, 20 solid squares, 80 
solid equilateral triangles, 24 frameworks 
squares, 48 frameworks equilateral triangles, 
12 isosceles frameworks triangles, 
4 axle mounts, 4 stub axles, 4 large 
wheels and a guide.
PD-103020 223 pieces $449.90

4+
AGES

POLYDRON MIGHTY TUB
Use this set to cover all the activities in the ‘Mathematics with Polydron’ 
resource book. Packed in a sturdy tub for easy transportation.  
Set contains 24 Frameworks Right Angle Triangles, 24 Frameworks 
Squares, 48 Frameworks Equilateral Triangles, 20 Polydron 
Squares, 80 Polydron Equilateral Triangles, 3 Swivel Joints, 4 
Wheels, Hubcaps, Struts and Squares with gimbals, and an 
information leaflet.
PD-205005R 200 pieces $219.90

4+
AGES

POLYDRON WHEELS SET
Set contains 4 wheels, 4 axle mounts and 4 stub axles. This 
add on is intended for use with other Polydron sets.
PD-101001 12 pieces $39.90

4+
AGES
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Gears

Get ‘little engineers’ building! Hands-on construction sets with spinning gears help build problem solving, 
critical thinking and perseverance skills.

G
EA

R
S

GEARS MEGA BUILDS SET
Bring your machine dreams to life with our biggest Gears! building 
set yet! Engineer twisting, turning creations with this 235-piece STEM 
building set’s colourful moving gears, then add to the fun 
with accessories including wheels and propellers. Works 
with all Gears! sets. Perfect for classrooms and maker 
spaces!
LER-9249 235 pieces $139.90

4+
AGES

MOVIN’ MONKEYS BUILDING SET
In this jungle-themed set, monkeys fly through the 
palm trees by their tails, then spin, twist and turn. 
The 103-piece set features colourful plastic gears 
all uniform in size, connectors, crank, base plates, 
and monkeys. Teach engineering and 
spatial concepts and let the creativity 
flow by building a monkey playland.
LER-9119 103 pieces $104.90

4+
AGES

GEARS MACHINE MAKERS
As they explore this set’s challenge guide, kids will design, 
construct, and test twisting, turning machines that 
demonstrate essential STEM principles. Set of 60 pieces 
includes gears, pulleys, and belt drives.
LER-9462 60 pieces $42.90

5+
AGES

New!

New!
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BEGINNER’S DELUXE BUILDING SET
Includes colourful gears, cranks, connectors and 
interlocking bases. The perfect beginning set!
LER-9162 100 pieces $64.90

3+
AGES

GEARS DIZZY FUN LAND MOTORISED SET
Includes a handheld motor, carousel, Ferris wheel, 
bumper cars, roller coaster, play figures, gears and more! 
Motor requires 1 AA battery, not included.
LER-9199 120 pieces $109.90

5+
AGES

GEARS MACHINES IN MOTION SET
Build machines both real and imaginary! This open-ended Gears! 
Building set of 116 pieces pairs propellers, axles and wheels with 
the pulleys, chains and gears needed to make them go. 
Includes instructions for engineering-themed creations. 
Interchangeable with other Gears! sets.
LER-9227 116 pieces $79.90

5+
AGES
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ROBOT FACTORY
Mix, match and create your own land of colourful robots. Robots are interchangeable 
and can be connected on to gears or stacked together for creative 
building fun. Mix-and-match pieces add to the fun and allow for endless 
combinations and designs. Set of 79 pieces includes robots, cranes, springs, 
stickers and more! 
LER-9225 79 pieces $79.90

4+
AGES

G
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LIGHTS AND ACTION
Includes a power motor, flashing lights, glow-in-the-dark stickers, 
springs, gears and more in a handy storage tub. Button-cell 
batteries for flashing lights included.  
Motor requires 3 AA batteries, not included.
LER-9209 121 pieces $134.90

5+
AGES

SUPER SET
Includes plenty of plastic gears, 
connectors and interlocking bases 
in a convenient, giant storage tub.
LER-9164 150 pieces $99.90

3+
AGES
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MENTAL BLOX CRITICAL BUILDING GAME
Put on your critical-thinking caps and fire up strategic problem solving 
skills! Recreate a hidden arrangement or listen to verbal instructions. 
These endlessly enjoyable blocks mean brain-boosting business! The 
activity cards provide children with examples of what to build and 
children can recreate what is on the card or give verbal instructions to 
a partner or a group. Play in teams or with the whole class. 
Activity guide included. One or more players.
LER-9280 Size 5cm
20 chunky plastic blocks & 20 activity cards $54.90

5+
AGES

CONSTRUCT AND PLAY SET
A sturdy plastic bucket of wooden construction pieces which 
contains a variety of cubes, spools, and wooden shapes that can 
be fitted together to form imaginative or real shapes and figures. 
Made from virtually indestructible wood, these specially crafted 
sections can be continually assembled and dismantled without 
damaging the pieces. Excellent for high volume use and rough 
handling. The natural wood can also be painted or decorated if 
desired. Ages 3+, small pieces included.
NATURAL EC-CPN300 $28.90 
COLOURED EC-CCPS $29.90

DYNAMO DOMINOES
Build a colourful trail of 100 wooden dominoes. Add a bridge, bell, rails, and assorted 
tricks. Tap one rectangle and watch them all come tumbling down.
SW-9WE1042 107 pieces $62.90

3+
AGES


